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Student Manual and Program Overview
Introduction
Welcome to the BC Wildfire Service Chainsaw Training Standard. The new
BCWS Chainsaw Training Standard has been developed with a focus on
training new chainsaw operators in the safe work procedures for falling and
bucking.
The goal of the BCWS Chainsaw Training Standard is to assist fire crew
personnel to develop the knowledge, skills, abilities, and attitude that will
enable them to function as safe, productive chainsaw operators and fallers.
The program emphasizes the importance of being a professional from three
main perspectives:
•

•
•

Completing a risk and hazard assessment of each situation prior to
making any cuts so that the worker is able to formulate an effective
falling or bucking plan
Continuous improvement of workmanship
Seeking qualified assistance when the worker is unsure of their abilities
or require help

BCWS Chainsaw Training Standard Development Team
The Development Team who designed the materials for the BCWS
Chainsaw Training Standard have collectively, an extensive background in
all falling situations, weather conditions, timber types and timber quality.
The Team ensured the safety and well-being of every worker remained the
primary focus for each of the various falling and bucking procedures and
techniques described.

Program Overview
The program involves a series of modules that cover safe work procedures
for a variety of common and difficult falling situations.
Each module includes an in-class session with a video covering safe work
practices, and structured on-site training and practice under the guidance
of a qualified trainer.
Course participants will be evaluated in each section of the course, through
classroom questions, field evaluations and a final sign off of basic
competencies. Upon successful sign off of all basic competencies, the
participant will be required to work as a trainee under the close supervision
of a qualified faller or trainer for a period of up to 180 days.
An overall learning objective is to ensure faller trainees realize the
importance of consistent adherence to the basic safe work procedures.
This should be demonstrated in the on-site sessions.

Final Written Exam & Field Evaluation
The written/oral and the field evaluation requires a 75% passing grade
necessary towards successfully completing the testing for certification. The
marks on the written/oral exam will represent 20% and the field evaluation
will represent 75% of the final mark in the certification process.
The final written exam will be given to participants when completing their
certification field test. The exam questions will be based on information
that is found in the training standard’s accompanying two Infoflips. The
exam, which will be timed, consists of 50 multiple choice.
The field evaluation will be given to participants at the conclusion of the up
to 180 day training period. Field evaluations will grade the fallers’
professionalism: safety, maintenance and operation of tools and approach
to work and their technical expertise to demonstrate falling, limbing and
bucking.
.

Learning Process
There are many difficulties associated with falling and bucking trees. It is
essential that fallers and buckers be able to recognize these difficulties and
know how to overcome them in the safest, most efficient manner.
In order to do this, the faller must go through a thinking process in which:

1.

The hazards and risks are identified – RECOGNITION

2.

The situation or hazards are evaluated – EVALUATION

3.

A sound and safe solution is determined which controls or minimizes
the hazards and risks – CONTROL

The 3-step learning model of recognizing the hazard, evaluating the
situation or hazards and controlling the hazard has proven to help workers
think through various work situations in order to implement sound and safe
work procedures, which in turn prevents injury to themselves and others.
The lesson plans are structured to move the participants through these
three steps.
Repetition is important in the learning process in order for the concept to
become part of the problem solving/decision making practice Repeating
these steps as part of the normal approach to work situations will help to
ensure that this ‘thinking framework’ will be used by the participants once
they start work.

Trainee Manual
The Trainee Manual includes three main parts:
• Class Outlines
• Quizzes
• Trainee Task Book

Class Outlines:
The Class Outlines highlight the main content of each lesson plan. The
class outlines include:
• Space for the participants to make notes as the instructor teaches
• All discussion questions
• Blank tables, chart or worksheets that the participant must complete for
the related Participant Activities
The lesson plan contains the same tables, charts or worksheets but
includes the answer key for the instructor.
It is recommended that the instructor become familiar with the class outline
for each lesson plan and have a copy on hand to direct the participants to
the correct page, as the page numbers are not the same as the lesson
plan.

Quizzes:
Classroom quizzes are included in the Trainee Manual and should be
completed by the participants at the end of each section. The quizzes also
help to prepare the trainee for the final written exam at the end of the
course. Answers to the quiz questions need to be reviewed and corrected
to ensure the materials are understood 100%.

Trainee Task Book:
The Trainee Task Book helps monitor the trainee’s progress throughout
their skills development. It is the responsibility of the trainees to ensure
that their record is kept up to date. Trainees must demonstrate
competency in each of the areas identified in the Trainee Task Book. The
instructor must periodically check the progress of each trainee in order to
review areas that require improvement. Trainers must date and sign the
record to verify the trainee’s progress and to record as documentation of
the trainee’s progress.

Faller’s Log Book
A Faller’s Log Book must be given to the trainee during the Basic Chainsaw
Operation course. The purpose of the log book is to document a trainee’s
certification information upon completion of the course and to record their
ongoing falling work experience. The log book must be available for review
by your employer/supervisor, a qualified evaluator/trainer and a WCB
Officer.

WCB Publications
The Worker’s Compensation Board (WCB) of British Columbia produces
occupational health and safety books, brochures, videos and posters. A list
of these publications is located on the WCB website: www.worksafebc.com
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Section 6 – Bucking Accident Awareness and Review
6.1

Injury Scenario

Background:
A 6-person crew was actioning a fire as part of a complex of initial attack fires in
remote and steep mountainous terrain. There were other fire crews working in
the general area, as well as two medium helicopters providing support to the fire
complex.
There was a large landing area 300 meters from the fire, where the helicopter
landed to deliver the crew. This landing area became designated as the staging
area for this fire because of its size and the ability to land a medium helicopter.
The fire was burning in a mature cedar/hemlock forest. The ground was steep and
generally very loose due to the deep burning of the organic layer. Debris on the
ground was unusually unstable.
After initial fire and site assessments were conducted, the crew leader carried out
a safety briefing to the crew. Shortly after, one bucker and one faller were sent to
the fire to create an access/egress trail and to remove danger trees from the fire.
This was done to ensure that hazards to other wildfire suppression duties were
removed before all workers were allowed to action the fire.
The crew leader and all other crew members stayed at the helicopter landing area
to remain clear of the falling operation.
Once at the fire, the faller and bucker completed their own site assessment to
create a safe chainsaw work plan. A rocky outcrop ran in the middle of the fire,
approximately dividing it in two equal sections. The rocky outcrop provided a
good visual reference to both workers in delineating their own work area, but
made it challenging to maintain positive vision of each other while working. They
6-1
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felt the fire was large enough that the faller and bucker could work without
compromising minimum safe work distances.
The faller began to work on the danger tree removal in one section while the
bucker worked at clearing a trail at the top of the fire, in the other section.
After some time, the faller completed the danger tree removal in his section and
began to walk uphill to the top of the fire.
The bucker, who had finished the access/egress trail, was now working on bucking
large pieces of downed trees into manageable chunks to be extinguished later.
After moving away from a bucking cut he had just completed, the bucker noticed
that the chunk was beginning to roll down slope. Before the bucker could stabilize
it, the chunk started to accelerate towards the lower portion of the rocky outcrop,
near the bottom of the fire.
The chunk tumbled end over and disappeared below the rocky outcrop. Seconds
after, the bucker heard the faller screaming for help.
The faller had been struck by the rolling chunk and dragged a short distance down
slope while he was walking across the bottom of the fire.
The bucker ran over to the faller and found him on his knees, holding his chest.
The bucker initiated first aid procedures, notified the crew leader using his radio
and requested assistance and first aid gear.
The faller was conscious and alert, but was complaining of pain in his chest where
the bucked round had hit him. No injuries were found but after a thorough first
aid assessment, the decision was made to walk the faller out to the helicopter
area in order to evacuate him to medical aid.
The faller was off work for the rest of the fire season, but returned to work again
during the following year.
6-2
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List some of the things that were wrong with this situation.
Answer:

List some of the things that were done well with this situation.
Answer:

What kind of precautions and planning must everyone involved with bucking
operations on the fire line become trained in?
Answer:
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Personal Safety Program

Review the BCWS Chainsaw Operations Code of Conduct from Book 1.
Read over the “Personal Safety Program” handout.
What is the difference between the BCWS Chainsaw Operations Code of
Conduct and a Personal Safety Program?
Answer:
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Log Book

Chainsaw Operator Log Book
A Chainsaw Log Book will be given to the trainee during this course. The purpose
of the log book is to document a trainee’s hours of chainsaw operations and
experience to record their ongoing bucking and falling work experience.
It is the responsibility of the chainsaw operator to retain and present a copy of
the log book when requested by a person authorized to do so. The log book must
be available for review by your supervisor, a qualified evaluator/trainer and a
WCB Officer.
All entries in the log book must be dated and signed by the person authorized to
make entries.
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Section 7 – Personal Protective Equipment and Safety Equipment
OH&S Regulation 8.2 and 8.3

Competency 7

Learning Objectives:
•
•
•

Identify hazards that PPE mitigates
Identify PPE used to minimize specific chainsaw injuries
Match safety equipment to the reasons for its use
Section 2
Chainsaw operators must wear Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) for
regular fireline duties, and for fireline chainsaw operations. It is required
that all PPE be kept in good condition and checked regularly by crew
members and supervisors.

7.1 Legislative Responsibilities of Employers and Employees

What are the responsibilities of the employer with respect to PPE?
Answer:
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OH &S PPE Regulations for Worker

What are the responsibilities of the worker with respect to PPE?
Answer:
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Personal Protective Equipment
Recognize the Hazard
•
•

PPE is equipment designed to protect specific areas of a person from injury
or disease
Each device has a specific function and contributes to a bucker’s overall
safety PPE does not prevent injury but can greatly reduce the likelihood and
severity of injury

Head Protection
Samples of Safety Headgear
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How can a bucker’s head be injured?
Answer:

Hard Hat Fit and Suspension
For maximum safety and comfort, the hard hat suspension should be
adjusted to suit the bucker’s head size
The hard hat suspension will have to be readjusted periodically because it
stretches with wear and will need to accommodate hair growth or a hat
liner for cold weather protection
Do not place anything between the shell and the suspension, e.g. pressure
dressing, gloves

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Maintaining Your Headgear
Maintain headgear in accordance with the manufacturer instructions
Clean and check shell for damage, e.g. holes, cuts, cracks or dents that can
impair the protective properties and replace if defective
Check shell by flexing it to see if it has become brittle from exposure to the
sun and replace if necessary according to manufacturer instructions
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Safety Headgear Highlights
• Must be high visibility hard hat - orange or red
• Must meet CSA or ANSI standard
• Headgear that is damaged or missing components cannot be used
• Must have acceptable suspension, 4 point minimum according to the CSA
Standard
• Chin straps or nape straps are available for working in helicopter
operations, OH&S Regulation 8.11(4)(5)
• Stickers can be used in accordance with the manufacturer instructions, i.e.
stickers with non-acetone base glue
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Answer the following questions:
What should be done if the hard hat has received a severe impact?
Answer:

Can detergents or bleach be used to clean the hard hat?
Answer:

How should the hard hat be stored?
Answer:

Can accessories be mounted on the hard hat?
Answer:
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When should the shell and harness be replaced?
Answer:

Can the safety helmet be painted?
Answer:
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Eye and Face Protection
What potential injuries to the eyes and face can a bucker experience?
Answer:

When would safety glasses be a hindrance?
Answer:
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How should a bucker protect the eyes and face?
Answer:

Samples of approved eye and face safety gear:

Participant Activity
• Check eye and face protection to see if it is adequate
• Refer to and review the Manufacturer Instructions for their eye and
face protection
• Reference the Infoflips
• Discuss the falling activities which require eye and face protection
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Hearing Protection
What causes hearing loss in the workplace?
Answers:
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Hearing Protection Devices:
Earmuffs and earplugs have equal potential of providing good protection
for your hearing. In addition to providing hearing protection, it is
recommended that buckers wear earmuffs for the following reasons:
Easier to put on and remove, e.g. to conduct safety check, wedging, and
taping
Protect outer ear, side of face and head, e.g. being struck by brush, provides
warmth in the cold and rain
Attaches to other PPE, e.g. hard hat, face screen
Helps to secure hard hat

Factors to Consider When Choosing Hearing Protection
1. Fit and Comfort
It is critical to make sure that the protector seals off the ear canal opening.
The ear canal is the primary channel for noise to get into the ear and cause
hearing loss.
2. Daily Average Noise Level
Buckers have a daily average noise level of 103dBA; therefore, a Class A
earmuff is recommended unless there is an existing hearing loss.
Hearing Protection Maintenance
• Refer to manufacturer instructions for cleaning, maintaining, storing and
replacement of parts, e.g. replace cushions when saturated or hardened
• Never modify hearing protectors, e.g. drilling holes in earmuffs for
ventilation
Samples of Hearing Protection
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How should earmuffs be cleaned?
Answer:

When should earmuffs or parts be replaced?
Answer:

Annual Hearing Tests
•
A hearing test warns you of possible hearing loss from exposure to
occupational and recreational noise
•
BCWS mandates annual hearing test for all its employees
•
The annual hearing test must include an explanation of your hearing results
by the audiometric technician, i.e. hearing tester
•
Bring your hearing protection to the test as the technician must inspect
your hearing protection to ensure that it is in good condition and fits you
properly
Note: Do not assume that the technician will do this. Ask them to do it and
if they don’t, report this to your employer.
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Hand Protection
Why should a bucker wear hand protection?
Answer:

Considerations for Choosing Gloves
1. Weather conditions and time of year
o Warm trigger finger mitts are available for use in cold weather
o Leather and other smooth fabrics become slippery in wet weather
o Select gloves made of materials that will keep the hands dry and warm,
e.g. use gloves made of wool or another similar product
o Have multiple pairs readily available
2. Personal preference
o Size of hand
o Good and comfortable fit
o Good grip, gloves with rubber mesh woven into the fabric help keep a
firm grip on the chainsaw
o Replace gloves that are worn out or torn
3. Construction of glove
o Gloves are made of synthetic materials, wool or leather
o Gloves should be made of a sturdy and strong material
7 - 13
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Maintenance of Hand Protection
Replace gloves that are worn out or torn
Leg Protection
Why do buckers need to wear leg protection?
Answer:

Protective Pants
•
•

Leg protection is mandatory for buckers
Approved leg protection does not prevent penetration of the chain but can
lessen the severity of a cut
• Protective pants or full length chaps with snaps must meet the
requirements of the current WCB Standard, PPE 1-1997 Leg Protective
Devices and be properly labeled
• Protection must meet the current Threshold Chain Speed rating specified in
the standard, minimum 3600
• Protective pants or chaps contain ballistic nylon or Kevlar pads with a high
resistance to chainsaw cuts
• Protective pants or chaps should not be worn if torn or damaged
• A professional uses the best protective pants for greater protection
Caution: Protective pants will not stop a running chain when backbarring.
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Why won’t protective pants provide protection when backbarring?
Answer:

Read over Appendix B “Leg Protection Standard and Maintenance”
WCB Standard, PPE 1-1997 Leg Protective Devices is the highest standard
in North America. WCB Standard is included in the Appendix B.
The Standard provides information on:
• Protection against chain threshold speeds
• Pant area coverage around the front, side, and rear of leg
• Maintenance and repair
• Materials of construction, i.e. Kevlar
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Maintenance of Protective Pants
• Follow the manufacturer instructions for care, cleaning and defective criteria
of pants, e.g. no heat, no bleach
• If pants become torn or damaged, they must be repaired according to
manufacturer instructions or replaced prior to use
Proper Fit of Protective Pants
• Protective pants should be kept loose at the waistband and legs for easy
movement
• Suspenders keep the pants in a comfortable working position

Participant Activity: Check protective pants to ensure they meet the
WCB Standard

Ensure the pants:
• Meet a minimum threshold chain speed of 3600
• Contain ballistic nylon or kevlar pads
• Are not torn or damaged
• Permanent label on the outside that indicates the standard it meets
Reference Section 2
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Safety Footwear
What type of safety footwear should be worn by a chainsaw operator?
Answer:

Chainsaw operators are not required to wear safety toed footwear for the following
reasons:
• The weight of the falling tree or bucked log cannot be determined, so this
type of footwear may not protect the foot and could possibly put the foot
at risk of amputation by the protective cap
• The continued abrasion of the foot by the protective cap when working on
uneven terrain causes other injuries, e.g. ingrown toenails, corns, blisters
Ankle Support
• Choose boots that are at least 20 cm/8 inches in height
• Keep boots laced to the top
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Participant Activity - Boot Check

Check safety footwear to ensure that it is appropriate for their work area.
Consider the following factors:
• Slipping
• Uneven terrain
• Abrasion
• Ankle protection
• Foot support
• Crushing potential
• Temperature extremes
• Puncture hazards
Note: Consider caulk boots as an option for fireline use
What advantages do caulk boots offer to a chainsaw operator?
Answer:
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High Visibility Apparel
Why is it important for a chainsaw operator to wear high-visibility apparel?
Answer:

Type of High Visibility Apparel:
• Can be a vest or modified clothing
• High-visibility suspenders must meet the standard
Sample of High Visibility Apparel
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Maintaining Your High Visibility Apparel
•
•
•

Check before use for damage or missing reflective stripes
Ensure it is not faded
Wash according to manufacturer instructions

Participant Activity - How reflective is your High Vis?

Check to ensure high visibility apparel:
• Has minimum of 775 sq cm (120 sq in) of appropriate reflective trim on
front and back
• Trim is not missing or damaged
• Contrasts in colour with the environment
• Meets the WCB Standard
Reference PPE in Infoflip
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Other Safety Equipment
What other safety equipment should a bucker have? Why?
Answer:
Refer to Infoflips to complete the following chart in student
workbooks
Other Safety Equipment

Why

Personal First Aid Kit and Pressure Dressing
• Chainsaw operators should carry a personal first aid kit which includes a
pressure dressing.
• The personal first aid kit is in a pouch attached to the belt
• It is mandatory practice for BCWS personnel to carry a pressure dressing on
their person at all times, e.g. do not leave it with your tool belt as a you can
slip, fall or sustain a puncture on the access and egress trail
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Carry an additional pressure dressing in a shirt pocket where it is easily
accessible
Do not carry dressings inside the hard hat as this interferes with the hard
hat suspension, and the hard hat is often thrown out of reach if the bucker
is struck
It is recommended that the pressure dressing is sealed in a water tight
container to keep it dry and clean, e.g. sealable plastic bag
If the pressure dressing or items in the kit become wet or dirty, replace
Immediately
It is recommended that the personal first aid kit include a pair of latex
gloves and a portable pocket mask

Note: A First Aid Kit meeting the requirements for the work site must be readily
available. First aid kits provided by the warehouse meet Worksafe BC
requirements
Read the following:
OH&S Regulation 33.2 (4)
A worker who is assigned to work alone, more than 20 minutes surface travel time from
first aid supplied by the employer, must be provided with a personal first aid kit, as
specified in Schedule 2.
Sample First Aid Kits
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Whistle
•
•
•
•
•

Always carry an emergency whistle
Attach it to an easy-to-reach spot on your clothing so it can be accessed by
mouth if the arms are pinned, e.g. suspenders
The shrill sound of the whistle can be heard much further and more clearly
than a call
If you sustain an injury and need help from co-workers, using the whistle
may be the only way to get their attention
Ensure the whistle is functioning in all weather conditions

Safe Radio Procedures
• It is a BCWS requirement that all chainsaw operators carry a radio. The
radio should be kept readily accessible and checked regularly to ensure it is
working.
• Radios are not a substitute for a properly functioning man check system
o The batteries might be dead or transmission mode faulty
o If the bucker is seriously hurt, the radio could be crushed or thrown and
be of no use
• Know the limitations of the radio, e.g. out of range and dead zones
Paper Masks
• Paper masks must be CSA or NIOSH approved.
• A disposable paper mask is recommended to filter out:
o Harmful charcoal and burnt sawdust when cutting in firekill or burned
timber
o Dust when removing heavy bark
o Dust in hot and dry conditions
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Statement or Question

A bucker is observed wearing a
yellow hard hat that is faded and
has a broken suspension. Is this
acceptable safety headgear?

The bucker returns to the stump
and starts the chainsaw to trim the
whiskers off, turns his head away
and does not lower his face shield.
Is this acceptable?

Hearing protection must be worn
while running a chainsaw. True or
False? List falling activities when
hearing protection is not worn.

Key Topics

Safety
Headgear

Eye and
Face
Protection

Hearing
Protection

True/False - Hearing protection is not worn
when:

Yes/No - Why?

Yes/No - Why?

Safe Work Practice

Read the statement or question and decide if it is an acceptable safe practice.
Support your decision with reasons and the OH&S Regulation.

Participant Activity - PPE Scenario Worksheet
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8.17 (1)

OH&S
Regulation
26.7 (2)
8.11 (6)

On Thursday the chain flies off and
Yes/No – Why?
rips the bucker’s pant pads. Does
the bucker need to replace them
for one last day of work that week?

Caulk footwear comes with rubber
or leather soles. When is a leather
sole caulk boot not recommended?

Leg
Protection

Footwear

Why?

When?

Yes/No - The hand hazards are:

Do buckers wear gloves?
List the hand hazards associated
with falling.

Hand
Protection

Safe Work Practice

Statement or Question

Student Manual

Key Topics
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8.22 (1)
8.23 (1) (2)

8.21 (1) (2)
26.7 (3)

OH&S
Regulation
8.19 (1) (2)

First Aid Kit There are three buckers on a
& Pressure heliblock with a Level 1 First Aid Kit.
Dressing
Where should the first aid kit be
located?
Where should the personal first aid
kit be located?

The bucker notices that he lost his
Yes/No - Why?
whistle. Is this an important item
to have on his person when bucking
timber? Give your reasons.

Whistle

Personal first aid kit location?

Work first aid kit location?

Why?

What?

A bucker is working in an area and
his whereabouts must be checked
frequently. When leaving work, he
must pass through an active logging
landing.
What apparel is required?
Why is the apparel required?

High
Visibility
apparel

Safe Work Practice

Statement or Question

Student Manual

Key Topics
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32.2 (4)

26.28 (2)

OH&S
Regulation
26.7 (1)
(a)(b)
26.7 (2)
8.25

Key Topics
Pressure dressing location?

Where should pressure dressings
be located?
Is it a good idea to place the
pressure dressing in your hard hat
for safe keeping?
Yes/No

Safe Work Practice

Student Manual

Statement or Question
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Section 8 – Chainsaw Working Tools
8.1

Hand Tools and Equipment

Competency 7

Learning Objectives:
• Identify the chainsaw working tools and equipment used by buckers
• Identify hazards and discuss solutions to minimize the hazards when
using the tools and equipment
• Identify three categories of injuries associated with using chainsaw
working tools
Chainsaw operators must be:
• Trained to competently use their tools and equipment
• Aware of hazards associated with tools and equipment
• Know the procedures for safe handling, maintenance, storage, and
transport of tools or knowledge of safe handling
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Chainsaw Maintenance
Other than the chainsaw, what hand tools and equipment are used by a bucker?
Answers:

What injuries can be caused by these tools?
Answer:

What is the proper method of transport and storage?
Answer:

Reference the Hand Tools and Equipment Worksheet and fill in the hazards, or
injuries for each item on the worksheet

8-2

Falling
Belt

Axe

Back strain because belt
is heavy with wedges,
tools and radio

Back, shoulder, neck,
arm strain

Cuts or abrasions

Axe head flies off

Hand Tools and Equipment
Recognize Hand
Evaluate Hazards or
Tools & Equipment
Injuries
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Prevention Method
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8-3

Files

Wedges

Puncture wounds

Wedge flies out at the
cut and strikes bucker

Face/eye injuries from
pieces of flying debris

Pieces break off when
driven

Hand Tools and Equipment
Recognize Hand
Evaluate Hazards or
Tools & Equipment
Injuries
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8-4

Puncture wounds and
hand abrasions

Wrenches,
screwdrivers

Exposure to
hydrocarbons

Skin irritation, e.g. spills,
due to transferring fuel
or overfilling fuel
containers

Grease gun

Chain oil and gas
containers

Repetitive strain injury

Cuts

Raker Gauge

Hand Tools and Equipment
Recognize Hand
Evaluate Hazards or
Tools & Equipment
Injuries
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Explosion caused by
static buildup from
vehicle plastic-lined
vehicle boxes

Fire or explosion

Hand Tools and Equipment
Recognize Hand
Evaluate Hazards or
Tools & Equipment
Injuries
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Prevention Method
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8.2 The Chainsaw Tool
Learning Objectives:
•
•

Identify the types of chainsaws used by buckers in their region
Identify criteria to select a chainsaw

Chainsaw Criteria
1. Use a model provided by the warehouse that is appropriate for the
chainsaw task at hand
2. Use chainsaws with full-wrap handlebars
3. Chainsaw must have a chain brake that activates automatically
4. Choose a chainsaw and bar length compatible with the average
timber size and activity, e.g. when falling small diameter timber use
shorter bar length, use longer bar for limbing and bucking
5. Chainsaw powerhead must match bar length, e.g. longer bar requires
increased power
6. Consider the ratio of body height to bar length to reduce musculoskeletal injuries
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8.3 Chainsaw Safety Features

Competency 7

Learning Objectives:
•
•

Identify and label the safety features of the chainsaw
Explain the purposes of the chainsaw safety features

Participant Activity - Chainsaw Safety Features

Complete the Chainsaw Diagram worksheet by labeling the safety features of a
chainsaw:
See next page:
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Chainsaw Diagram

8-9

Houses the throttle lock and trigger
assemblies
Flared design protects the hand

Pistol Grip

Limits backbarring.
Reduces musculoskeletal injuries.

Reduces musculoskeletal injuries.

Proper grip allows bucker to maintain control of
the chainsaw.
Reduce musculoskeletal injuries.
Keeping the chainsaw balanced helps maintain
control of the chainsaw.
Reduces musculoskeletal injuries.

Control Hazards and Injury
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Prevents throttle trigger from being pressed
accidently while the engine is running.
Flared bottom portion of the rear handle protects
the buckers’ hands from brush and limbs.
Flared design allows the bucker’s foot Secures chainsaw while being stared to maintain
to hold the chainsaw down when it is control of the chainsaw.
being started on the ground

Always allows the saw to be used
with a pulling chain

Gives bucker a good gripping surface
to accommodate different cutting
positions
Positioned on the chainsaw body to
keep the chainsaw balanced
Designed to hold hand in natural
position
Keeps hands warm in cold weather

Full Wrap Handlebar

Heated Handlebar

Handlebar

Chainsaw Safety Features Worksheet
Recognize
Evaluate Purpose of Safety Feature
Safety Features
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On/Off Switch
Turn saw on and off

Made of aluminum or plastic
Positioned in front of the handlebar

Designed to catch a thrown chain

Is activated by the chainbrake handle
or by an inertia mechanism.
Should be engaged when starting the
chainsaw.
Guards hand/knuckles when gripping
the front handle.

Note:

Never remove or
modify the
chainbrake,
OH&S Regulation
12.72(2)
Chain Catcher

Stops the chain from turning

Chainbrake

Chainsaw Safety Features Worksheet
Recognize
Evaluate Purpose of Safety Feature
Safety Features
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Prevents thrown or broken chain from hitting the
bucker or gas tank at the rear of chainsaw.
Reduces damage to the chain.
On full wraps, it prevents the chain from cutting
into the handle bar.
Chainsaws that do not have a complete full wrap
handlebar require a chain catcher to protect hands
& legs, CSA Standard Z62.1-95
Allows for quick emergency shutdown

Guards hand/knuckles from a thrown chain or
debris

Stops the chain when a chainsaw kickback situation
occurs
Limits backbarring.
Reduces musculoskeletal injuries
Prevents chain from rotating.

Control Hazards and Injury
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Sight Lines

Anti-Kickback Chain

Sprocket Nose / Bar
Tip

Chainsaw Dogs
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Guides the bucker in the construction of level cuts
and adequate holding wood.
Assists the bucker to maintain control of the falling
direction of the tree.

Reduces noise level, which reduces fatigue.
Helps bucker maintain control of the chainsaw
while cutting.
Reduces fatigue.
Reduces musculoskeletal injuries.
Lower friction causes less heat, allowing tighter
chain tension, which prevents chain derailments
and premature chain and bar wear.
Decreases risk of chainsaw kickback.

Prevents fires, which is important in fire season
Protects bucker from hot carbon particles.

Muffler and Spark
Arrestor
The spark arrestor is a screen or
perforated metal plate that stops hot
carbon from being blown out of the
engine
The muffler reduces the engine noise
Keeps chainsaw in a stable position
while making cuts
Helps support the weight of the
chainsaw when cutting
Allows the chain to rotate around the
end of the bar at high speed with
minimal friction
Limits the aggressive cutting action of
the tooth.
Designed to assist the bucker to line
up cuts accurately while falling.

Control Hazards and Injury
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Chainsaw Safety Features Worksheet
Recognize
Evaluate Purpose of Safety Feature
Safety Features
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Answer

What safety feature helps to balance the
chainsaw and maintain control?
What safety feature allows the chain to rotate
around the end of the bar at high speed with
minimum friction?
What safety feature stops the chain from
turning?
What safety feature decreases the risk of
chainsaw kickback?
What safety feature houses the throttle lock and
trigger assemblies?
What safety feature reduces engine noise?
What safety feature allows for quick emergency
shutdown?
What safety feature helps support the weight of
the saw when cutting?
What safety feature is designed to assist the
bucker to line up cuts accurately while falling?
What safety features can help to reduce MSIs?
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What safety feature protects the bucker from
hot carbon particles?
What safety feature gives a bucker a good
gripping surface with a wide range of angles to
accommodate different cutting positions?
What safety feature is designed to catch a
thrown chain?
What safety feature keeps the chainsaw in a
stable position while making cuts?
What safety feature must be engaged when
starting the saw?
What safety feature has a flared design that
protects the hand?
What safety feature stops the chain in a
kickback situation?
What safety feature keeps hands warm in cold
weather?
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8.4 Chainsaw Maintenance
Competency 7
Learning Objectives:
•
•
•

Identify the hazards related to chainsaw maintenance
Refer to chainsaw manufacturer instruction manual
Identify the spare parts and procedures
Field Practice:

Participants will demonstrate the ability to:
• Clean the air filter
• Check and service the starter
• Clean the cooling fins
• Service the guide bar and chain
• Lubricate the bar tip
• Maintain and test the chainbrake
• Inspect clutch and sprocket
• Mount guide bar and chain
• Adjust the chain tension
• Test the anti-vibration mounts
• Clean the carburettor
• Inspect the muffler
• Inspect the handlebar
• Inspect the chain catcher
• Inspect bolts and screws
Note: Refer to manufacturer’s manual for further information
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What is involved in chainsaw maintenance?
Answer:

What are possible hazards or injuries related to chainsaw maintenance?
Answer:
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Participant Activity - Hazards of Chainsaw Maintenance

1. Write the Hazards or Injuries on the Chainsaw Maintenance Hazards and
Prevention Methods worksheet
2. Write Prevention Methods appropriate for each hazard or injury on the chart
Chainsaw Maintenance Hazards and Prevention Methods Worksheet
Hazard or Injury:
Cuts and abrasion to the hands from
chain

Prevention Methods:
Wear gloves
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Clean Air Filter
• The chainsaw motor requires the right fuel and air mixture to run at
peak performance
• Remove sawdust and other material from the air filter when
refueling.
• If doing maintenance in a shop where the risk of eye injury is
increased due to use of air and power tools, compressed air, or
drilling, appropriate eyewear must be worn, i.e. safety glasses,
goggles
Safe Work Procedure:
• Refer to the manufacturer instruction manual on how to clean the air
filter
• Some models have an easy to clean plastic wire mesh filter that can
be cleaned by tapping sawdust off
• If the filter cannot be cleaned by tapping out the debris, replace with
spare filter and clean thoroughly later
• Other models must be cleaned using compressed air
• Replace filter if damaged
Check and Service the Starter
Inspect Starter Recoil Assembly
• Loosen screws and remove the starter recoil assembly
• Scrape dirt off the assembly
• Inspect the assembly for cracks and debris
• Check the full length and knot at both ends of the rewind cord for
wear
• Replace if worn
• If the recoil spring is damaged or broken, have it replaced by a
qualified technician
• When reinstalling the assembly ensure fly wheel dogs are engaged
8 - 18
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Inspect Cooling Fins and Air Intake
Safe Work Procedure:
• Inspect cooling fins for debris, cracks or broken fins
• Clean cooling fins by scrapping off debris or scrape debris off cooling
fins
• If cooling fins are broken or damaged, have them replaced by a
qualified technician
Service the Guide Bar and Chain
Always wear gloves when filing, handling, or changing the chain to
prevent injury to the hands and fingers.
Guide Bar Maintenance
Safe Work Procedure:
• Before removing the guide bar, note which side of the bar is up, as it
should be turned over before reinstalling. e.g. check to see which oil
hole is plugged
• Remove the guide bar
• Clean the bar groove
o This will allow oil from the pump to flow freely through the
groove and adequately lubricate the chain
• Clean the holes in the bar and oil pump
o If they become plugged, the flow of oil from the pump to the
groove will be restricted or blocked
• Sight down the bar to inspect it for alignment
o Bars wear out and should be replaced when the chain drivers are
no longer held tight in the groove
• File off the burrs
o The constant running of the chain on the bar causes the groove to
wear and the rails to burr over
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o Inspect the grease hole to make sure dirt has not been pushed
into the bearings
• Grease the tip of the sprocket
o If the sprocket does not rotate freely or is too loose, replace the
tip
• Turn bar over before reinstalling
Note: It is a good practice to use a new chain when a new bar is installed. A
used chain is worn and will decrease the life of the new bar.
Chainbrake Maintenance
Safe Work Procedure:
• Check that the chainbrake handle moves freely to activate and
deactivate the brake mechanism
• Clean oily wood chips and grease accumulations from around the
brake band
• Test chainbrake several times to ensure that it functions
Inspect Clutch and Floating Drive Sprocket
Safe Work Procedure:
• Inspect the floating drive sprocket for wear, e.g. flat spots
o As the flat spots become deeper, the sprocket weakens and can
fail
o Replace the sprocket if worn
o Never put a new chain on a worn sprocket
• Check clutch shoes, spring, and drum for wear
o Replace if damaged or worn
o Replace E-clip if worn
o Grease needle bearings in clutch drum if working in snow
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Mount Guide Bar and Chain
Safe Work Procedure:
• Inspect the bar plates on the support bolts and drive case cover for
tearing and splitting
o Replace if damaged
• Prior to installing the guide bar onto the support bolts, turn the bar
over
• Arrange the chain over the sprockets so the cutting edge of the teeth
face the nose of the bar
• Make sure the chain drive links are in the proper position in the
sprocket
• Feed the chain drive links into the bar groove until the chain is on the
bar
• Turn the tension adjusting screw until the pin lug is in line with the
hole in the bar
Note: If the chain size is changed, the tip and sprocket must match accordingly,
e.g. 3/8 tip and sprocket or Pitch 404 with 404 tip and sprocket
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Adjust Chain Tension
Safe Work Procedure:
• Be sure the adjustment pin is in the corresponding hole in the bar
• Replace the drive case cover which was taken off earlier
• Finger tighten the bar nuts to temporarily hold the drive case cover in
place
• Hold the tip of the bar up and turn the adjusting screw until the slack
is taken up
• Adjust the tension so that the chain can be easily pulled around the
bar with the fingers
o If the tension is too great, excess heat will be generated, causing
poor lubrication and premature wear of chain side straps, guide
bar rails and tip, drivers, drive sprocket, clutch, and engine
o If chain tension is too loose, it will cause premature bar rail wear
and the chain will fly off
• Tighten the bar nuts using the bar wrench
Test Anti-Vibration Mounts
Safe Work Procedure:
• Take the chainsaw and press the tip of the bar onto a solid surface,
checking to see how much movement there is in the mounts
o If functioning properly, there should be firm resistance
o If mounts worn, movement will be loose and sloppy and the
chainsaw should be serviced by a qualified technician
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Carburettor Adjustment
The carburettor of the chainsaw is a sophisticated device that controls
the fuel air mixture entering the combustion chamber of the engine.
Cleaning and internal adjustments of the carburettor should be
performed only by qualified personnel. Many expensive carburettors
have been damaged or ruined by inexperienced people. Needle valve
settings for the optimum operating conditions may vary in saws of
different makes (refer to chain saw manual on hand).
General Procedures for Chainsaw Carburettor Adjustment
1. Refer to the chain saw manual for the correct settings for the saw in
question.
2. Prior to making any carburettor adjustments, ALWAYS clean the air
filter and carburettor throat, ensure linkages are free of debris, warm
up the engine and ensure that the chain is running freely along the
guide bar.
3. Stop the engine and turn both jets clockwise until they are closed just
snugly. Over tightening will damage the valve seats and make correct
adjustments impossible.
4. Back out each jet to the correct setting as shown by the manual (for
example, high speed jets, 1-1/8 turns, slow speed jet, 1-1/4 turns).
5. Start the engine, making sure it is warmed up. Close the low speed jet
until the engine hesitates when the throttle is opened, then open the
jet a fraction at a time until the engine revs up without hesitation
when the throttle is opened. The chain should not move when the
engine is idling. Carefully adjust the idle screw so that these two
objectives are achieved.
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General Inspection and Maintenance
Muffler
Safe Work Procedures:
• The muffler must be in good condition to reduce saw noise and
potential fire hazard due to carbon deposits in the exhaust port
• Check and ensure that the attachment bolts and screws are in place
and secure
• Check for damage to the baffles and body of the muffler
o Replace muffler if damaged
• If muffler is loose, check the gasket for damage
o Replace gasket if missing or damaged
• Ensure the spark arrestor is in place
o If missing, replace according to manufacturer instructions
• Tighten bolts on muffler
Handlebar Assembly
• Ensure all handlebar bolts and screws are in place and secure
• Replace handlebar if twisted or damaged
• Chain Catcher
o Replace if damaged or missing
• Chainsaw Screws and Bolts
o Tighten all bolts and screws
o Replace any that are missing
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Participant Activity - Scope of Chainsaw Maintenance

Review the Standard Operating Procedures for the Chainsaw Maintenance and
Appendix 1 Chainsaw Maintenance Check List
Write down all the major chainsaw maintenance issues that would require
sending the Chainsaw to the warehouse for repairs and when you would
discover these issues.
Chainsaw Maintenance and Warehouse Return Worksheet
Qualified Technician Repair:

How it is discovered:
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8.5 Filing the Chain
Competency 7
Learning Objectives:
•
•
•

Review chain components and tools required for proper filing
Discuss chain performance related to filing
Identify safe chain filing procedures

Field Practice Objectives:
Participants will demonstrate filing the chain correctly and safely

Filing Points
• Proper chain maintenance and filing is important for safety,
productivity, and for reducing chainsaw kickback, fatigue and chain
bar and sprocket wear
• A properly filed chain allows the chainsaw to cut using just the weight
of the chainsaw
• The chain cuts the wood beginning with the top corner of the tooth
and the cutting edge as it is pulled through the wood
• Depth of the cut is determined by the height of the raker
• Filing includes correct cutter tooth angles and raker depths
• A new chain may not be sharp and must be properly filed prior to use
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Chain Components
Drive Link
• The drive link and drive sprocket propel the chain around the
guidebar
• The drive link is designed in a triangular shape to allow free travel
around the drive sprockets and the bar tip
• The driver cleans out the bar groove of dust particles and transports
chain oil for lubrication of the parts

Side Strap
• The side strap separates the cutter teeth and drive links
• The corners are slightly rounded to minimize binding
Rivet and Rivet Holes
• The rivet and rivet holes tie the chain together and permit the chain
the remain flexible
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Cutter Teeth
• The raker determines the thickness of the chip to be cut, and guides
the wood to the cutter tooth.
• The leading edge of the raker must be reformed and rounded off
whenever the chain has been jointed using a raker gauge
• The gullet gathers the cut chips and must be reformed whenever the
chain has been sharpened
• The cutting edge cuts like a chisel and is shaped in a similar manner
• The tooth tapers in from front to back and allows easy cutting
without becoming bound in the cut
Filing Tools and PPE
Prior to filing the chain, the necessary tools and PPE must be at hand:
• Eye and hand protection
• Bar wrench
• Raker gauge
• Jointer
• Round file
• Flat file
• Filing gauge
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Participant Activity - Filing the Chain

What are the indicators of a dull or improperly filed chain?
Answer:

Complete the following worksheet by discussing the reason and indicators of a
dull or improperly filed chain:
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Tooth cannot keep a sharp edge

Chain pulls to one side

Cut wanders

Wear on side strap of the chain

Chain grabs the wood

A rough cutting chain

A shiny surface on the top of the
rakers

Indicator
Fine sawdust when cutting

Student Manual
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Indicators of a Dull or Improperly Filed Chain
Reason
Result
Dull teeth or rakers are too high
Force is required to make the cut
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Filing the Chain
Safe Work Procedure:
1. Wear gloves and goggles.
2. Loosen the tension on the bar and adjust the chain slack.
3. Secure the chainsaw to allow for even and safe filing
4. Refer to the chain manufacturer instructions for correct angles,
profiles, and depth of rakers.
5. Using a raker gauge, flat file each raker to the correct height.
6. Round off the leading edge of each raker if the raker gauge files a flat
edge instead of an angled edge
o If the raker is filed flat with a sharp outside corner, it will lift the
tooth and cause chattering
7. Use the appropriate size round file for the gauge of the tooth. Using
two hands, file each tooth the same number of times on both sides to
the recommended angle. Count the strokes
o A timber worn chain normally requires three strokes
8. Turn the chainsaw to check the chain for equal profiles on each side
of the cutter teeth
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Spare parts
Always ensure you are equipped with spare parts and a spare chainsaw.
Spare parts for minor maintenance include:
Part
Air filter
Starter rope
Chain catcher
Spark plug
Bar
Chain
E-Clips
Sprocket
Bar Nuts
Chaps

Quantity
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
1
2
1

 Check
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8.6 Chainsaw Trouble Shooting
Learning Objective:
•

Identify and discuss possible chainsaw problems

Field Practice Objectives:
• Demonstrate trouble shooting skills
• Reference chainsaw manufacturer instruction manual
• Check and clean or replace the spark plug
• Adjust the carburettor
• Adjust the idle
Basic Chainsaw Trouble Shooting
The chainsaw operates on fuel, oxygen, and a spark generated by the spark plug.
A properly adjusted carburettor and the correct fuel mixture allow the chainsaw
to accelerate smoothly.
Basic trouble shooting focuses on the three systems below:
Fuel:
Does the chainsaw have fuel in the fuel tank? Is the idle
appropriately adjusted?
Electricity: Is there a spark at the spark plug? Are any of the electrical
connections loose, or wire broken?
Oxygen:
Is the air filter clean? Is the air filter plugged with sawdust?
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Participant Activity - Why won’t it run?

What are the indicators that the chainsaw is not running properly?
If the chainsaw is hard to start or is performing poorly check the Chainsaw
Trouble Shooting chart in the
Chainsaw Trouble Shooting
Problem
Engine is difficult to start or runs
poorly at idle
The chain is rotating on the guide
bar while the chainsaw is idling
Chainsaw is racing at idle

Solution

Chainsaw backfires or sputters

Chainsaw is sluggish due to
inadequate air intake
Note: Consider using the spare chainsaw instead of fixing the
chainsaw in the woods
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Check Spark Plug
Sample Spark Plugs
1. Normal spark plug
2. Sooted spark plug, gap too narrow
3. Too much oil in the fuel mix
4. Spark plug overheated

The above photos of spark plugs and the following profile of a spark plug are used
in this lesson plan compliments of Stihl.
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8.7 Transporting the Chainsaw
Competency 5
Learning Objective:
•

Identify hazards and safe work procedures for transporting the
chainsaw in the field

Field Practice Objectives:
• Demonstrate how to safely transport the chainsaw by vehicle and by
hand
• Identify transportation hazards

What are the potential hazards when transporting the chainsaw,
tools, and fuel by vehicle or by hand?
Answers:
By Vehicle

By Hand
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Notes:
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Transporting the Chainsaw by Hand
Safe Work Procedure:
• Clear a trail to eliminate trips, slips, and falls when carrying gear
• Shut the chainsaw off when carrying it for a distance
• If chainsaw is running, activate chainbrake to prevent the chain from
rotating if the trigger is caught, e.g. by a stick, branch
• Carry chainsaw with the bar and chain pointed behind you
• Carry the chainsaw on the low side or down slope, away from the
body so that it can be released safely in the event of a fall or if it is
caught on any obstruction. Avoid contact with the hot muffler.
• Carry gas and oil in other hand
• Pack tools on belt. To prevent injuries, never tuck axe through the
belt. Carry the axe by hand or on the outside of the belt properly
sheathed, or put axe through a carrying loop.

Should a chainsaw be carried on the shoulder? Why or why not?
Answer:

Note: When buckers are required to pack a chainsaw for long distances and
choose to carry it on the shoulder, the chain must be removed or guarded
and the chainsaw dogs guarded in a manner so that they cannot cause
injury.
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Section 9 - Safe Chainsaw Handling
9.1

Safe Chainsaw Handling Procedures
1. The chainsaw is an extension of your hands and
arms. They must operate as a unit.

Competency 8

2. Maintain a firm, comfortable grip to keep control of chainsaw. This
provides for reaction time in case of chainsaw kickback.
3. Use well fitting gloves for proper grip.
4. Place one hand on the handlebar and one hand on the
pistol grip and throttle.
5. Hook thumb under the handlebar to stop hand from slipping onto
chain in case of chainsaw kickback.
6. Keep handlebar arm straight. This creates a pivot point at the
shoulder and tends to toss the chainsaw over the shoulder of the
bucker and to the clear when a chainsaw kickback occurs.
7. Never use the chainsaw with one hand.
8. Maintain a solid footing, good balance, and a natural posture when
cutting. Stand with one leg forward and one leg back to form a
stable stance.
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9. Hold chainsaw close to the side of your body. Never over reach while
operating a chainsaw as this increases the risk of injury from falls,
back strain, fatigue, and chainsaw kickback. The closer you hold the
chainsaw to your body, the more control you have.
10. Never stand directly behind the chainsaw.
11. Never straddle the chainsaw.
12. Work to one side of the chainsaw to minimize the potential for
injury.
13. It is a good practice to learn to use the chainsaw in both the left and
right handed positions. This allows you to use the chainsaw in two
safe positions.
14. Pull the chainsaw smoothly out of cuts. Jerking the chainsaw can
cause loss of control, uncertain footing, and back, arm, or shoulder
strain.
15. Never operate or run a chainsaw within reach (10ft) of another
person.
16. A chainsaw kickback could send the chainsaw in any direction.
17. Never stand directly in front of someone using a chainsaw as the
chain may break and pieces may fly forward at you.
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Refueling

Learning Objectives:
•

Student Manual
Competency 8

Identify hazards and safe work procedure for refueling the chainsaw

Field Practice Objectives:
•

Demonstrate how to safely refuel the chainsaw

Safe Work Procedure:
1. Mix fuel according to manufacturer instructions. If the mixture is too
rich, it will foul the spark plug. If the mixture is too lean, it will
damage the engine parts.
2. Refuel on a stump or a spot of bare ground, e.g. free from debris,
away from fire’s edge.
3. Top off the chain oil every time you refuel.
4. After refueling, tighten the chainsaw caps to prevent fuel from
spilling.
5. Tighten caps on oil and gas storage containers.
6. Place containers in a safe area.
Note: Once you have refueled, think about the length of time you have
before needing to refuel again. Plan your work so that you can
rotate back to where the gas and oil containers are stored before
running out of fuel.
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How can these hazards be prevented?
Complete the second column Hazards of Refueling the Chainsaw Worksheet:
Hazards of Refueling the Chainsaw Worksheet
Hazard
Ways to Prevent Hazard
Fuel fires

Explosion

Explosion caused by static
build up from plastic lined
vehicle boxes

Fuel spills on skin or clothing
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Starting the Chainsaw and Engaging the Chainbrake

Learning Objectives:
•
•
•

Competency 7

Explain the purpose and importance of the
chainbrake for the prevention of injury
Describe a safe work procedure for a cold start secured with knee or
foot
Describe a safe work procedure for a warm saw drop start

Field Practice Objectives:
• Demonstrate how to engage and test the chainbrake
• Demonstrate how to safely start the chainsaw
Starting the Chainsaw Hazards
Recognize the Hazard
What are the hazards of starting the chainsaw?
Answers:

What is the purpose of the chainbrake?
Answer:
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Caution: Always start the chainsaw in an area with good footing and clear
of all obstructions, e.g. limbs or other debris that could cause a
chainsaw kickback.
Cold Start Secured with Knee or Foot
Safe Work Procedure:
•

Engage chainbrake prior to starting the chainsaw

•

Ensure starting switch is in the “on” position

•

If chainsaw is equipped with a decompression button, ensure it has
been depressed. This uses less force to pull the chain reducing strain
on fingers, forearms and elbows.
Pull choke control to the “on” position

•
•
•

Place foot within the pistol grip or place one knee on the top of the
chainsaw motor housing
Place one hand on the handlebar to control the chainsaw

•

Pull the starting rope handle towards you with a crisp upwards
motion

•

When the chainsaw fires, quickly push in the choke control

•
•

If the chainsaw fires but dies, push in the choke control so the
chainsaw does not flood. Repeat the starting process.
Disengage the chainbrake

•

Slowly rev the engine to operating temperature

•

Rev the engine and test chainbrake
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Warm Saw Drop Start
Note: This is the least preferred method of starting a chainsaw, as the chainsaw
is not secured in the process. This start should only be used on a warm
chainsaw. The chainbrake must be engaged prior to starting the chainsaw
if this method is going to be used.
Safe Work Procedure:
•

Engage chainbrake prior to starting the chainsaw

•

Ensure starting switch is in the ‘on’ position

•

Grasp handlebar firmly with one hand

•

Push chainsaw downward with handlebar hand and pull the starting
rope upward with your other hand.
o Ensure the pull cord assembly is facing away from the operator to
reduce chance for bar hitting lower leg.

•

Disengage the chainbrake

•

Rev the engine and test chain brake
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Terrain and Ground Debris

Learning Objectives:
•

Competency 3, 8, 9

Explain how terrain and ground debris can affect the limbing and
bucking process

Field Practice Objectives:
• Identify situations where terrain and ground debris could affect safe
limbing and bucking

How does terrain and ground debris affect the limbing and bucking process?
Answers:
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Fireline factors that can make a tree unstable:
• Logs lying on compromised logs, limbs, stumps, debris, or rock
outcroppings
• The tree may tip, roll or move when the bucker steps on it, e.g.
weight and rapid walking motion can affect the stability of the tree
• Ground debris supporting the tree may dislodge as a result of fire
destabilization
• Active fire progressively reduces stability of woody materials
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Weather Conditions and Fire Operations

Learning Objectives:
•

Competency 3, 9

Identify the hazards and safe work practices relating to different
weather and fire behavior conditions

Field Practice Objectives:

•

Identify hazards due to weather and fire behavior conditions

Participant Activity - Effects of Weather
Complete the Weather Conditions Worksheet to identify the hazards and safe
work practices relating to different weather conditions encountered when
limbing and bucking.
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Practices in Chainsaw Safety During Weather Varying Conditions
Weather
Condition
Rain

Evaluate Impact on
Limbing and Bucking
Saturated soils or slippery
ground can impact secure
footing

Control Hazards and Identify
Safe Work Practices

Tree can become unstable
and slide

Fog and
Smoke

Wind

Impaired visibility from
smoke and fog
Fog during seasonal changes
causes unanticipated slipping
hazards
Wind can disturb the canopy,
e.g. blowdown trees and
other overhead hazards
Sawdust blown into face

Running sap
in the spring

Loose bark will peel off as
you step on it

Pitch flies back into the face
impairing vision
(Subalpine Fir)
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Practices in Chainsaw Safety During Weather Varying Conditions
Weather
Condition
Fire

Evaluate Impact on
Limbing and Bucking
Burned ground can impact
secure footing

Control Hazards and Identify
Safe Work Practices

Tree or log can become
unstable and slide

Rolling ground debris can be
set free by falling and
bucking activities
(also above saw operator)
Smoke

Aircraft

Impaired visibility from
smoke
Excessive smoke can cause
respiratory problems and
visual impairment
Aircraft activities can have
flight paths above chainsaw
activities high winds
Bucketing and air tanker
activities create hazards
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Section 10 - Safe Bucking Operations
10.1 Chainsaw Kickbacks
Learning Objectives:
•
•
•

Provide a definition of chainsaw kickback
Identify causes of chainsaw kickbacks
Describe how to prevent chainsaw
kickback

Field Practice Objectives:
• Field Trainee Competencies 9, 10, 11
• Identify field conditions that result in kickbacks and mitigation
• Display controlled kickback situations to develop understanding

What is chainsaw kickback?
Answers:
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What causes chainsaw kickbacks?
Answer:

What Safe Chainsaw Handling Procedures help prevent kickback injuries?
Answer:
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10.2 Limbing
Learning Objectives:
•
•
•
•
•

Identify and describe the hazards associated with chainsaw limbing
Identify why BCWS chainsaw operators limb trees
Describe a limbing assessment
Describe a safe limbing technique
Describe the limbing cuts for loaded, bound and pinned limbs

Field Practice Objectives:
• Review Trainee Competency 10
• Identify and mitigate hazards of limbing trees
• Practice safe limbing techniques
Notes:
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What are the hazards associated with limbing?
Answers:

Why does a chainsaw operator limb trees?
Answers:
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Limbing Safe Work Procedures
Limbing Assessment
1. Assess the tree prior to limbing and repeat throughout the limbing
process.
2. Look up into the canopy of the remaining trees for overhead hazards,
e.g. hanging limbs, brushed dangerous trees.
3. Assess terrain to determine if the tree is stable and supported on the
slope or ground.
4. Check for hidden, loaded or supporting limbs, e.g. ensure the limbs
that are cut will not cause the tree to move and are not hiding pivot
points.
5. When assessment is complete remove hazards before starting to limb
or buck, e.g. fall dangerous trees or establish No Work Zones.
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Limbing Technique
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Secure footing and balance are key to preventing slips, trips and falls.
As the back foot is the balancing foot, ensure it can support the
limbing activity
Always keep bar arm straight
Keep weight of chainsaw close to you, e.g. do not reach or extend
your body
Do not cross the body with the chainsaw, e.g. reposition by moving
the feet and turning the body
Always lower the face screen when limbing to protect the face and
eyes.
Cutting with the tip of the bar, the saw dust is aimed directly towards
the face.
Limbs can snap back and there may be other flying debris.
Ensure caulks are clean

Caution: Deciduous tree limbs, except for birch, are brittle from the base to the
tip, therefore use caution when making the cuts.
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Limbing Cuts
Safe Work Procedure
Note:
• Best practice is that the whole tree be limbed from the butt to the top
before bucking and/or measuring.
• Remove loose limbs that have landed on the tree
• Limb top and both sides of tree
• As you progress down the tree, determine supporting and loaded limbs
• Do not cut supporting limbs unless absolutely necessary
• Cut loaded limbs by releasing the tension
• Make the cuts flush at the base of the tree. Do not leave stubs that
could create a tripping hazard or could cause puncture wounds, i.e. pig’s
ears
• Be aware of how the tree is shifting as you are cutting
Cutting Loaded Limbs
• The load on a limb can be seen by looking at the direction of the bend or
the bow of the limb.
• Determine the tension points and where the loaded limb is bound, e.g.
under other limbs, logs or debris
• Assess tension points from the opposite side of the bind
• Tension in a limb can be caused by a limb being bound or pinned or due
to the weight of a large limb
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Participant Activity - Bound or Pinned Loaded Limbs

Use the info-flips to outline the correct cutting sequence for
limbing bound or pinned limbs.

Loaded Limb Due to Size and Weight

Use the info-flips to outline the correct cutting sequence for
loaded limbs due to size and weight
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10.3 Bucking
Learning Objectives
•

•

Identify and explain bucking hazards

Trainee competency 9a to 9e

Participant Activity:

Determine potential hazards that create bucking difficulties.
Classroom Duration:

2 hours 15 min

Notes:
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What are the hazards of bucking?
Answer:

Bucking Kickbacks
•
•

•
•

Ensure properly filed chain and raker heights, well maintained chain
brake and properly tensioned chain.
Ensure proper body position to control kickback
o Do not over extend your reach with the chainsaw
o Dog in where necessary to stabilize the saw
o Always use the saw with a pulling chain
Avoid backbarring to reduce the risk of kickback from the chainsaw
being pushed towards you
Ensure the bar tip does not contact any obstructions while the chain
is moving
10 - 10
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o Know where the bar tip is at all times
Remove brush and saplings from around falling and bucking area
o Take caution with limbs under tension
Place wedge in bucking cuts as soon as practical
o It acts as a guard if the chainsaw kicks back
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Sliding, Rolling and Chain Reaction of Logs
•
•
•
•
•
•

When bucking timber, the chainsaw operator must remember that
logs will roll. This action can happen on any terrain, e.g. flat or steep.
The failure to evaluate for potential sliding and rolling logs is a major
factor in most serious bucking injuries
The chainsaw operator must assess each cut prior to cutting to
anticipate what will happen when the cut drops
On steep ground, logs can roll and slide considerable distances
disturbing other previously bucked logs and causing a chain reaction
Chain reaction can be prevented by good planning and assessment
Do not buck or work below previously bucked or burning logs if there
is a potential of dislodging these logs.

Note the following bullets with high regard to fireline operations:
• Never buck logs if there is the potential for a log to roll or slide into
the work area of other workers. Bucked logs can travel hundreds of
meters down slope in unpredictable directions. If the stability of the
log is suspect, do not attempt any bucking.
•

When a tree is lying flat, and straight up and down on steep terrain,
there is a high risk of the remaining portion of the tree sliding or
rolling down the slope. The bucker must fully assess the tree stability
to ensure that he will not be at risk of being crushed or swept away
by the limbs. If the stability of the tree is suspect, do not attempt
any bucking.

•

Make the effort to orient bucked logs vertically on the slope to
reduce the potential for log to roll down hill.
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Pivot Points
Definition: A pivot point is any object on the ground that may cause a felled tree
or log to react in an unexpected manner. The pivot point can cause
one end of the log to slide or roll downhill and the other end of the
log to swing uphill. If the bucker hasn’t noticed the pivot point and
planned accordingly, serious injury could result if the bucker is struck.
•
•
•

Pivot points can be stumps, rocks, other logs, or protrusions that
affect a log’s balance
The chainsaw operator should limb the tree to determine the pivot
points and where to make safe bucking cuts
The chainsaw operator should buck the logs at or near the pivot
point as this provides a safe bucking zone
Bind

Definition: Bind and gravity are major forces that the bucker must be able to
identify when planning the bucking cuts. Bind is involved in virtually
every bucking situation because of stumps, windfalls, or other objects
that prevent the tree from lying flat. A bind creates two different
pressure points - compression and tension. This results in the wood
on one side of the tree being pulled, or under tension, while the
other side is being squeezed, or under compression.
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Sequence of Bucking Cuts
1. Assessing the bind is critical to making decisions for safe bucking cuts
and positions. A bucker must anticipate what will happen if the cut is
made. Once the pivot points and binds have been determined, it is
possible to plan the sequence of cuts.
2. Determining the bind is important as the compressed area must be
cut first in the cutting sequence. The compressed area will become
more bound as the sequence of cuts continue and could pinch the
bar
3. This first cut will also prevent a long lateral split in the logs
4. In large diameter trees the first cuts will be made on the low side,
followed by a cut in the compressed area
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Top Bind
A section of the tree between
two areas supported by the
ground, logs, stumps, or other
debris will have tension on the
bottom and compression on the
top.
Bottom Bind
A section of the tree that is
suspended or hanging out
over the ground will have
tension on the top and
compression on the bottom
due to gravity pulling it
down.

Side Bind
• Side bind occurs when a tree falls between two or more standing trees,
logs, stumps, or other ground debris, causing it to bend to one side.
This compresses the opposite side.
Combination Binds
• Trees can end up positioned over and around stumps and boulders,
causing extreme pressure with combinations of top/side bind or
bottom/side bind.
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Participant Activity - Plasticine Log Deck Puzzles

Materials needed:
• a piece of plasticine or similar product
• two small supporting objects per person
Top Bind
1. Roll the plastacine into a pencil-like
form that represents a felled tree.
2. Position two objects on the table.
3. Place the plasticine so that the
ends of the tree are supported.
Note: The middle of the tree will start to sag, compressing the top and
stretching or placing tension on the bottom.
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Bottom Bind
Place the tree across an object to simulate
the position of the tree in bottom bind.
Note: The overhanging end will gradually move downward compressing the
bottom and stretching or placing tension on the top.

Side Bind
Angle 3 objects so that when the tree is
bent between them, it shows how one side
becomes compressed and the opposite side
is stretched or placed under tension.
Note the following with high regard to fireline operations:
Exercise extreme caution when preparing to make limbing or bucking cuts in
situations that have newly created bind. The energy stored in these binds can be
released very quickly and cause severe injuries.
What are activities associated with BCWS operations or natural events that
result in the creation of extreme bind?
Answer:
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10.4 Bucking Procedures
Learning Objectives:
•
•

Identify the assessment process for bucking
Explain safe bucking procedures for small and large diameter trees
with various binds

Field Practice Objectives:
• Trainee competency 9c, 9d, 9e
• Demonstrate proper assessment of the bucking area considering the
potential hazards that create bucking difficulties
• Demonstrate safe bucking procedures for small and large diameter trees
with various binds
Bucking Assessment
1. A bucking assessment must be done prior to bucking.
2. Determine stability of the surrounding area.
3. Check for potential chain reaction, e.g. logs or debris that could
dislodge.
4. Reassess the tree for stability after limbing.
5. Check for obstacles that could cause the tree to pivot, move or roll
6. Check for limbs that are broken off, are driven into the ground and
are supporting the weight of the tree (they can be under tremendous
pressure and when cut may no longer support the tree).
7. Assess the ground slope, to determine high side (gravity follows the
direction of the slope which may not be straight down).
8. Check under log for hidden limbs or saplings that may swing out or fly
up as the cut drops and rolls.
9. Assess the pivot points.
10. Identify the binds, e.g. top, bottom or side binds.
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11. Plan the sequence of cuts.
12. Anticipate what the tree will to do when the cut is completed, e.g.
drop, roll, pivot, dislodge material beside or behind.
13. Base the sequence of cuts on the bind and how the tree is supported
on the terrain.
14. If the log may pivot, plan to buck at or near the pivot point.
15. Determine a safe place to stand on the high side of the tree.
16. Refer to the specific bind procedures identified later in this lesson
plan, which offer a variety of cut sequences.
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Bucking Safe Work Procedure
• Brush out the work area to allow freedom of movement and remove
any debris that could fall or fly out from front or behind
• Brush out escape route(s). Do not buck where there is no escape
route.
• Ensure footing is stable
• Follow procedure for bucking appropriate diameter tree and type of
bind.
• After each cut reassess to ensure it is safe to make the next cut as
planned
• If safety is compromised and the cut cannot be completed, stop and
mark the log
o Generate No Work Zone as required
• Notify the supervisor of the marked log
• Also notify other workers who may enter the area
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Participant Activity - Preparing to Buck Scenario

Instructions:
1. On both diagrams, identify the type and position of the binds on the side
and top view, e.g. Top Bind (TB), Bottom Bind (BB), and Side Bind (SB).
2. On Diagram 2, identify the pivot points on the top view, e.g. Pivot Point
(PP).
3. On Diagram 2, determine a safe sequence of cuts, e.g. 1, 2, 3, etc.
4. On Diagram 2, determine where the bucker should stand to make each
cut, e.g. Safe Bucker Position.
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Same TreeTop View

Diagram 2

High side
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10.5 Basic Bucking Cuts
Learning Objectives:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Identify the physical effects of chainsaw cutting
Describe a safe work procedure for preparing to cut
Describe a safe work procedure for making a cut
Describe the basic top and bottom bind cutting sequence
Describe the basic top and bottom bind cutting sequence for small,
large and oversized trees
Describe process of using a “V Notch” for heavy binds and a wedge
for end pressure
Describe a safe work procedure for boring cuts

Field Practice Objective:
•

Training Competency Checklist Section 4

Cutting with the Chainsaw
• When cutting with the bottom of the bar, the chainsaw is being
pulled away from the bucker. Chainsaw cutting performance is
designed to take advantage of this reaction.
• When cutting with the top of the bar, the chain pushes the chainsaw
toward the bucker, i.e. backbarring.
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Preparing to Cut
Safe Work Procedure:
1. Wear appropriate PPE
2. Check opposite side of the log for hazards, i.e. rocks, limbs, debris
and obstructions that could cause chainsaw kickback
3. Ensure chainbrake is activated
4. Start the chainsaw
Making the Cut
Safe Work Procedure:
1. Do not force the chainsaw into the cut. Apply only enough pressure
to allow the chain to perform the cut.
2. Cut through the log until it breaks off evenly and the bucked piece
drops off.
3. Make sure the tip of the bar does not contact anything but the log
you are cutting, i.e. ground or other obstructions.
4. Practice until you can perform this in a smooth and efficient manner.
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Participant Activity - Bucking Cuts and Applications

For the following sections that describe the cutting sequence
of different sized logs, use the Infoflips to describe the cutting
sequences and properly number the sequences on the
diagram
Basic Cut – Top Bind
Answer:
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Basic Cut – Bottom Bind
Answer:

Small Diameter Trees
Example of Bucking Small Diameter Tree - Top Bind
Answer:
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Example of Bucking a Small Diameter Tree – Bottom Bind
Answer:
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Large Diameter Trees
Example of Large Diameter Tree - Top Bind
Answer:
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Example of Bucking a Large Diameter Tree – Bottom Bind
Answer:
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Oversize Diameter Trees
Example of Bucking an Oversize Diameter Tree – Top Bind
Note: This technique is used where it is difficult to cut the lowest bottom corner.
Answer:
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Example of Bucking an Oversize Diameter Tree - Bottom Bind
Answer:
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Heavy Bind and End Pressure
Heavy Bind
Note: If there is extreme tension or compression, the final holding wood of the
cut will break with sudden force. To control this reaction the bucker must
slow the process by using a “V” notch cut on the top in top bind and into
the underside in bottom bind.
Example of Heavy
Top Bind

Example of Heavy
Bottom Bind
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End Pressure
Note: End pressure is caused by gravity pulling down on the tree lying on a
steep slope. This force of gravity causes the top portion of the tree to
push against the cut. This causes the chainsaw bar to be pinched as the
log is bucked off.
Example of Safe Work Procedure – Bucking End Pressure
1. Underbuck from the
bottom up to 1/ 4
diameter of the tree.
2. Starting at the top, cut
down far enough to
safely insert a wedge.
3. Set a wedge to relieve
the pressure on the
bar.
4. Continue cutting down.
Anytime there is
increased pressure on
the bar, drive down the wedge a little further to relieve the pressure.
Continue cutting to meet Cut 1, driving the wedge as required.
5. Move to the escape route as the cut drops.
6. Ensure the logs are stable prior to going back to remove the wedge. Use an
old wedge under these conditions in case it is not safe to remove the
wedge.
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10.6 Boring with the Chainsaw (competency 9d)
Note: In some excessive bind situations, boring is useful. However, boring can
be dangerous and should never be done unnecessarily. When boring, the
chain has a reduced cutting surface with increased tension. If proper
procedures are not followed, this can cause severe chainsaw kickback.
Safe Work Procedure:
• Use a proper stance
• Ensure secure footing
• Keep both hands firmly on the chainsaw
• Hold the chainsaw close and to one side of your body
• Keep handlebar arm straight
• Apply consistent equal pressure as you feed the chain into the cut,
i.e. don’t force it
• Keep focused when you are exposing the bar tip
• Feel for increase or decrease of pressure in the tension of the tree as
the chain is being fed into the cut. Pressure indicates the bind is
causing the cut to close, which results in a pinched bar or chainsaw
kickback.
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10.7 Windthrow
Learning Objectives:
• Assess the hazards associated with bucking windthrow timber
• Describe safe work procedures for windthrow situations
Definition: Windthrow is the result of a major wind blowing down an exposed
stand of timber. This results in trees being blown down at various
angles and in multi-layers. Windthrow can also leave full or partial
standing trees and damaged stems. In this situation, every hazard is
magnified. Therefore planning, detailed assessment and proper
choice and sequence of cuts are crucial.
A site assessment must be don e by the bucker(s) and/or supervisor
to identify problematic situations and to develop a safe work plan,
including safe work procedures for working in blown down timber.
Note: Pushover trees (trees that have been pushed over by mechanical means)
have the same hazards as windthrow trees. Therefore the bucker should
follow this section for recognition, assessment, and control for bucking
pushovers.
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Windthrow Hazards
What are the hazards of bucking in a windthrow area?
Answer:
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Create a Work Plan
•

•
•

•
•
•
•

The bucker and supervisor must consider their experience and ability
prior to working in a windthrow area.
o
This is a highly variable situation that usually requires qualified
assistance.
Alternate methods such as blasting and machine assistance should be
considered
Decide on placement of buckers
o
The amount and direction of wind felled timber will determine the
placement of buckers
o
Buckers working individually in the same windblown area must
maintain frequent communication
Work across the windthrow area in a systematic manner that reduces
exposure to hazards
Any incomplete cuts must be identified on site, marked on the plan
and communicate to the supervisor and other workers
All changes to the work plan must be communicated to workers
Ensure that access trails, walking, and working area are not located
beneath bucked root wads, i.e. never get behind or below a rootwad
that has been bucked

Assessment of Windthrow Area
What things might you assess when completing a windthrow area assessment?
Answer:
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Wet, saturated soils

What to assess

Participant Activity: Complete the Windthrow Assessment Sheet
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Windthrow Safe Work Procedures
1. Have a spare chainsaw, axe, wedges and other equipment readily
available to overcome any difficulties that may be encountered.
2. Determine and establish escape route(s), e.g. cutting steps in
surrounding logs or windfalls, brush out saplings.
3. Fall unstable standing trees, dangerous trees, partially blown down
trees, and wind snapped trees.
4. Determine safe bucking positions.
5. In bucking in windthrow situations, a longer bar can reduce the risk of
being struck by springing or dropping cuts as it allows the bucker to
stand further back while making the cuts.
6. A bucker must never attempt a cut that would put them at risk or
cannot be safely completed
7. Plan a safe sequence of cuts.
8. After each cut, reassess to ensure it is safe to make the next cut as
planned.
9. Complete bucking cuts.
10. Move to the escape route as the cut drops.
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Note: Cutting near the rootwad on windthrow trees can result in rocking the
chain due to excess dirt and rocks. If a bucker continues to cut with a dull
chain, they are increasing the risk of injury as a dull chain can cause:
• Logs to split due to decreased cutting speed of the chainsaw
• Cuts to wander, resulting in cuts that don’t match
• Fatigue that could result in the bucker losing focus and control of the
chainsaw
• Prior to cutting near the rootwad, use the axe to remove the bark,
dirt and rocks
Windthrow Lying Down Slope
Hazards
• Cutting close to the roots may cause the rootwad to tumble forward
• Log could pivot and roll down hill
• Loose rocks on the rootwad could dislodge

Where can a safe bucking cut be made?
Answer:
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Safe Work Procedure:
1. Identify windthrow laying above the bucking area that may be disturbed
by a chain reaction.
2. Assess the windthrown tree:
• To determine the correct sequence of bucking cuts
• For loose rocks on the root mat that may fall when the cut drops
• For side bind and pivot points
• For height off of the ground

Which of the following bucking cuts is correct and why is it preferred?
Answer:
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Windthrow Lying Up Slope
Hazards
• Cutting close to the rootwad may cause the rootwad to tumble
backward
• Rootwad could sit up and throw debris
• On a steep slope, a tree with minimal or no limbs could pivot and roll
down hill
• If standing on the rootwad, the bucker could be pulled or thrown down
slope or could be crushed by the rootwad
• If cuts don’t match, the remaining tree can be pulled down slope
Ask: Where can a safe bucking cut be made?
Answer:
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Safe Work Procedure
1. Identify parts of the tree that can
slide down the hill.
2. Identify saplings that are still
attached to the root mass as these
can spring up.
3. Assess if any safe bucking cuts can be completed. If not, do not begin
the cuts and notify the supervisor. Consider an alternate method such
as blasting or machine assist.
4. On a steep slope, leave more limbs attached to the top of the tree to
ensure that it stays anchored to the slope.
5. If safe bucking cuts can be made,
determine the sequence of cuts.
Consider that the bucked log can
slide down the hill causing chain
reactions, or the root wad may sit
up to its original position.
6. Make cuts starting at the rootwad and proceeding upslope. This will
allow the rootwad and logs as they are bucked and drop away and the
weight of the remaining portion of the tree to assist in holding it on the
slope.
7. It is important to make all bucking cuts match to ensure that the log
drops away clean and does not pull the tree down slope.
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Suspended Windthrow
Note: In this situation, the root and/or top section of the tree is suspended in
midair.
Hazards
• If both ends or one end
of the tree is suspended,
the tree is under extreme
pressure and cuts could
cause it to explode, strike
the bucker, or cause
chainsaw or tree
kickback
• Lack of safe bucking area and escape route
• Slabbing and vertical splitting
Safe Work Procedure
•

Due to the extreme hazards, seek qualified assistance and consider an
alternate method such as blasting or machine assist.
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